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ABSTRACT
While fitness trackers are increasingly popular among users, recent

studies have shown that the health benefits of wearing a tracker

are not apparent. The need to explicitly retrieve data can lead to

limited benefits. Understanding how users can access, understand,

and reflect on their data can lead to building systems that benefit

our wellbeing. In this work, we explore the feasibility of using ubiq-

uitous artifacts for unobtrusive feedback in health tracking. We

evaluated a concept based on design dimensions for personal visual-

ization on a smart mirror in a user study. Our design puts emphasis

on the temporality of presented data. Participants found the visual-

izations comprehensive, rating cardiac and inertial data most useful

as well as approved the different levels of temporal aggregation.

Our work contributes findings on how to represent health-related

data with ubiquitous artifacts to increase users’ awareness.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing; Empirical studies in interaction
design; Ubiquitous and mobile devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fitness trackers have permeated everyday interactions. Last year,

29% of the US population tracked their health and fitness using

an app [18]. As tracker technologies mature, studies of their long-

term impact become available. Recent results indicate that current

trackers do not offer long-term health benefits to the majority of

users [25]. As more and more people use trackers, ensuring that

their potential for improving the society’s wellbeing is used effec-

tively remains a challenge. Additionally, as tracker models possess

more and more features and measurement modalities, it remains a

question which physiological measures can be meaningful to users

and how they are to be presented.

Research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has attempted

to understand how users interact with trackers and how one’s per-

sonal informatics experience changes over time. Several models

that emphasize the importance of data choice, initial curiosity and

intermittent lapsing were developed [13, 30, 37]. A key aspect of

all those models is reflection — the ‘holy grail of personal infor-

matics’. Enabling users to make sense of their tracking data to

reach meaningful conclusions, which may lead to improvements

in wellbeing, is the key design goal of many personal informatics

applications. One common issue is that users tend to unintention-

ally lapse in their tracking routine, hindering reflection [42]. While

many explorations have been conducted, it still remains a chal-

lenge to understand the design qualities that may foster personal

reflection in interactive systems [3]. Here, we propose ubiquitous

artifacts — such as a smart mirror — to foster unobtrusive and

near subconscious reflection in the home context, anecdotally a key

feature of mirrors [9].

To explore the impact of ubiquitous artifacts on a person’s fit-

ness tracking routine, we built a smart mirror that visualizes a wide

range of tracking parameters for physiological data gathered by an

Empatica E4 wristband. Our concept is based on the four design

dimensions of personal visualization [24] and additionally puts em-

phasis on the temporality of the presented data, being a significant

factor for reflection [4, 33]. The combination of three distinct visu-

alization addresses the "six kind of questions" as presented by Li et

al. [31]. We evaluated the system in a user study, which explored

user expectations and perceptions of a smart fitness mirror, while

being presented with different temporal aggregation levels of gath-

ered data. Our results show that users appreciated the appearance

of a smart mirror, as it not only served as a means to access personal

https://doi.org/10.1145/3490632.3490671
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fitness data, but additionally retained its original purpose of being

a mirror, hence integrating seamlessly into a person’s daily routine.

Participants found the visualizations comprehensive and informa-

tive. While skin conductance received mixed ratings, cardiac and

inertial data was rated most useful.

This work contributes the following: (1) The design and imple-

mentation of a smart interactive mirror that visualizes fitness data

based on a feature-rich tracker; (2) the evaluation of the system;

(3) insights on user preferences of physiological measures to be

tracked; and (4) considerations for the design of future ubiquitous

artifacts that provide unobtrusive review of personal fitness data.

2 RELATEDWORK
Research in personal informatics has grown significantly over the

last decade. For an extensive overview of methods and topics in

this field, we refer the reader to a survey by Epstein et al. [12], and

a more theoretic approach provided by Rapp et al. [39]. To inform

our current work, we present related research on understanding

fitness tracking, and review past research related to ubiquitous

artifacts, namely situated artifacts and smart mirrors. In particular,

we want to investigate if users are able to associate health-related

data visualization with corresponding fitness states and how the

ubiquity of a smart mirror may facilitate this process.

2.1 Understanding Fitness Tracker Data
Research in personal informatics is now going through a decisive

phase. While tracking one’s activity is becoming commonplace and

widely available, we do not fully know what the possible benefits

of tracking are and how they can be achieved through the design of

interactive systems [34]. Despite the many ways to make trackers

more effective in enhancing the users’ wellbeing, reflection and

sensemaking are recurring themes. In their models of personal infor-

matics, both Li et al. [30] and Epstein et al. [13] identified reflection

as a key feature of a meaningful personal informatics experience.

Later, Niess and Wozniak [37] concluded that reflection was nec-

essary for the evolution of tracker goals and sustaining the user’s

engagement in tracking to offer a long-term experience. These the-

oretical works on tracking postulate more artifact-centered work

which aims to embody the qualities needed for effective reflection

on fitness tracker data [4]. Yet, a key issue remains: users tend to

neglect or even abort their tracking routine [42]. This leads to the

questions of how to keep users engaged while providing sufficient

information to foster reflection.

Another strain of research explored what qualities an artifact

should possess in order to stimulate reflection. Gullotta et al. [20]

explored systems that aimed to engage users in personal informatics.

They found that the lack of support for complex life settings and

the need for extensive maintenance hindered the possibilities for

meaningful reflection. In this regard, work by Bentley et al. [6]

supported that feedback via natural language can increase self-

understanding. Further, Tang et al. [43] emphasized the role of

lapses and explicit management of adherence to fitness tracking

routines. Similarly, Agapie et al. [1] showed that allowing users

to ‘cheat’ in fitness tracking, i.e. introducing controlled lapses was

beneficial to the tracking experience if the users were empowered

to transparently manage the process.

These works show that meaningfully exposing the users to fit-

ness tracker data and allowing the users to effectively manage their

data is a key design consideration for a successful fitness tracking

system. Our work explores themes suggested by this past research

as it looks for ways to enable users to manage their fitness tracking

process while reducing system maintenance and putting the user

in control.

2.2 Situated Artifacts
The question of how to optimally present fitness tracker data to

users is a recognized challenge in the HCI field. Research has in-

vestigated how interactive artifacts can offer capabilities beyond

the traditional format of on-tracker display or mobile application.

A number of research efforts explored if users could benefit from

tracker data physicalization [23]. Sauvé et al. [41] built Loop, a set
of tangible loops designed to be placed in frequented locations

in homes. Loop exemplified how situated artifacts can be used to

visualize fitness data. In a similar vein, Khot et al. [26] built mate-

rial artifacts in the form of plastic jewelry based on exercise data.

They observed that users valued a tangible representation of their

physical activity. TickTockRun [27] was a situated artifact designed

to provoke reflection in users through an ambiguous visualization

and ambient sound. These past efforts show a growing need to

understand how a situated artifact can effectively visualize fitness

data to offer benefits to the user. Our work continues these efforts

by examining the suitability of ubiquitous artifacts in the form of

an interactive mirror. Compared to situated artifacts, the smart

mirror still serves its original purpose and blends into the daily

routine. Further, we explore a research question beyond past de-

signs — which physiological parameters are most relevant to users

to visualize in a ubiquitous artifact.

We endeavor to explore the mirror form as it was previously

shown to be an effective design choice in technologies related to

wellbeing and persuasive technologies [35, 38]. Notably, Virtual
Aquarium and the Mona Lisa Bookshelf [36] were one of the first

systems to present users with a holistic view of their tracked activi-

ties in a situated system. These systems exemplified a past trend in

HCI research that focused on using slow technology [22] for per-

suasive purposes. More recent work indicated that the persuasive

approach to designing technology for wellbeing was fundamentally

problematic [8]. In this work, we revisit the ambient mirror concept

and form. In contrast with past mirrors-like systems, e.g., work by

Rapp et al. [38] focusing on explicit reflection, we want to leverage

a mirror’s ambient presence, keeping its original purpose, while

exploring design possibilities for health data reflection.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our goal is to provide means for ubiquitous interaction with a

person’s health tracking environment
1
. It is important to deliver

information unobtrusively, seamlessly integrating into everyday

artifacts. We want to achieve this goal by employing a smart mirror,

that serves primarily as a normal mirror and is recognized by users

as such, but additionally display health-related information. The

question is, whether current fitness visualizations are still applicable

1
Trackers and included applications.
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and if the mirror can serve as a continuous reminder for users.

Hence, we formulate the following research questions:

RQ1: How useful is a smart mirror with regard to health
tracking? What are the benefits when deploying a smart mirror

to display health data that would increase the user’s understanding

of their physical activity?

RQ2: What are the design requirements for visualizing
physiological data on a smart mirror? Design requirements

and guidelines for motivating a physically active lifestyle are plenti-

ful [10]. Which strategies are especially fit to be fulfilled by a smart

mirror? Which additional requirements need to be considered? Is

there a trade-off between ubiquitousness and informativeness?

4 DESIGN
In the following section, we outline identified design requirements

and how we evaluated these in our smart mirror prototype.

4.1 Design Dimensions for Ubiquitous
Artifacts

Analysis of personal data and appropriate visualizations can offer

substantial insights for individuals about themselves. The area of

visualizations for personal context and subsequent visual analytics

is still a very active research field [24]. Consequently, we draw

on the design space of Huang et al. [24] (Data, Insight, Context,
Interaction) and identify specifications applicable for ubiquitous

artifacts, such as a smartmirror, enabling amore holistic perspective

on how to visualize personal data, suited for our study design with

different personas. Additionally, we explicitly look atUbiquitousness
as a design dimension.

Data. Enabling continuous and straightforward access to per-

sonal data is vital for user acceptance. This includes — but is not

limited to — ease of use and comfort of the recording device [5] as

well as recalling one’s data [2]. Another point that surfaced in our

focus groups was who should be able to gain access to personal

data and how to control for it [11]. We addressed this dimension

in our evaluation via interviews, asking participants about their

impressions of an ubiquitous mirror and possible privacy concerns.

Additionally, participants were polled about the general trustwor-

thiness of the system in questionnaires.

Insight. For an engaging experience, the presented data needs to

be comprehensible, including its aggregation as well as how pro-

cessed data is visualized on the display [14]. Especially for complex

data, an appropriate level of abstraction has to be chosen. A major

part of our evaluation assessed the comprehensibility of shown

visualizations using a set of quiz questions.

Context. Though research has looked at what information and

how to embed it into situated artifacts, it is unclear how and when

to visualize this information to help with correct data interpretation

and recall for ubiquitous artifacts. For our smart mirror, we look

at the impact of temporality, including live feedback (as endorsed

in the focus groups), as well as mid-term (on a daily basis) and

long-term (multiple day) feedback for the user [29]. Additionally,

we examine the aspect of personalization and how it can be realized

in interviews.

Interaction. Interaction is a vital factor when it comes to explor-

ing one’s personal data. It is strongly interconnected to how data is

visualized, as unsuited visual metaphors might lead to superfluous

interaction. In our evaluation, we use a wizard-of-Oz approach to

test interaction with the smart mirror and to enable data explo-

ration.

Ubiquitousness. While the design dimension Context covers the
user’s setting and environment with regard to personal visualiza-

tion, we gauge how and if a ubiquitous artifact can positively affect

health tracking, while still retaining its original function. In other

words, is a smart mirror with added personal data still perceived

primarily as a mirror or has it lost this particular affordance to

become mainly a health-tracking artifact? We examine this facet in

interviews.

4.2 Sensing Modalities
Tracking devices employ different sensors to detect activity. Most

commonly, inertial sensors (e.g. accelerometers) are used to track

motion, for example for step counting by detecting walking pat-

terns. Cardiac data is often recorded using a photoplethysmography

sensor (PPG) measuring light reflection on the skin [16], that corre-

lates to heartbeats. The average heart rate can be extracted using

peak detection and is an indicator for physical activity. Moreover,

heart rate variability (HRV) is said to be connected to the auto-

nomic nervous system [21]. A relatively under-explored sensing

modalities is electrodermal activity (EDA) measuring the electri-

cal conductance of the skin [16]. It can be used as an indicator of

emotional arousal and stress [19].

To measure a broad range of physiological data while keeping

the form factor manageable, we opted for the Empathica E4
2
. The

wristband has the size of a watch and can measure acceleration,

blood volume pulse and related cardiac features, skin temperature,

and skin conductance. We used the Empatica E4 to record demo

datasets that are to be visualized on the smart mirror. Recordings

were collected over an eight-day period for each dataset (three in

total).

4.3 Visualization Concept
In the following, we present our visualization concept consisting of

three distinct views that are displayed simultaneously on the mirror

(cf. Figure 3). We drew from Li et al.’s work [31] on supporting self-

reflection with ubiquitous technologies
3
. For our work, we put a

special emphasis on the temporality of data by providing a live-data

view as well as a mid-term visualization that covered the current

day. Finally, a weekly overview provided insights into mid- to long-

term data. We used a combination of visual metaphors [15] (current
value view), abstract and graph visualizations [14] (daily overview
and timeline view).

Timeline View. The timeline view emphasizes trends of physical

activity by depicting the user’s steps taken for the last seven days.

It provides the most data history while compromising on data

accuracy. A white circle represent the steps that were taken, while a

2
www.empatica.com/research/e4

3
The "six kinds of questions" [31]: Status, History, Goals, Discrepancies, Context, and
Factors, that users ask about their data.

www.empatica.com/research/e4
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dotted circle indicates the user’s goal. The selected day for the daily
overview is highlighted in yellow. The visualization is illustrated

in Figure 1. A mouse was used to mimic touch interaction in a

wizard-of-Oz manner that enables day selection.

Figure 1: The timeline view shows the number of taken steps
for each day of the last seven days. The selected day for the
daily overview is highlighted in yellow. A daily goal of steps
is visualized by a dotted circle line on each day. Black and
white are inverted for visual clarity.

Daily Overview. The daily overview compromises between avail-

able data history (current day) and data accuracy (down to sub-

hourly values). It visualizes heart rate (red), temperature (green),

skin conductance (blue) and inertial data (white) in a radial graph

that represents a full day of data as depicted in Figure 2. The view

uses an analog clock analogy to mirror recurring times of a day and

allows the user to identify phases of physical activity. Through the

timeline view, the user is able to select individual days and compare

the radial graphs.

Current Value View. The current value view (cf. Figure 2) view

does not provide any information on data history, but rather dis-

plays real-time data on heart rate (heart icon), temperature (ther-

mometer icon) and skin conductance (raindrop icon). Colors are

chosen in accordance with the daily overview. Inertial data is not
displayed in this particular view, as metrics focus on its time deriva-

tives. This view provides a direct connection between the user’s

current physical state and displayed information. Being able to

directly identify events of physical activity, e.g. elevated heart rate

after an afternoon run, facilitates trust in the sensor data.

Figure 2: Left: the daily overview visualizes the inertial data
(white), the skin conductance (blue), the skin temperature
(green) and the heart rate (red) over the 24-hour period of
one day. Right: the current value view shows the current val-
ues of the heart rate (heart icon), temperature (thermometer
icon) and skin conductance (raindrop icon). Black andwhite
are inverted for visual clarity.

5 EVALUATION
We conducted a user study employing a within-subject design with

the visualization type as independent variable, consisting of the

three levels: daily overview, timeline view, and current value view.

All views were presented at the same time during the experiment

as depicted in Figure 3. We investigate our design using question-

naires measuring comprehensiveness, usefulness, appearance and

informativeness of the visualizations. Furthermore, we addressed

interaction, trustworthiness and privacy through user ratings. A

short interview concluded the study.

Figure 3: A screen shot of the smart mirror system. The cur-
rent value view is placed in the lower left corner, the timeline
view and daily overview in the lower right corner. As users
would displaymore than just the fitness visualizations, a dig-
ital clock and the current weather are added in the upper
corners. Black and white are inverted for visual clarity.

5.1 Apparatus
Visualizations were shown on a custom-built smart mirror consist-

ing of a framed one-way mirror in front of a 26 inch LCD monitor,

as depicted in Figure 4. Thus, it was possible to use the device as

a mirror. Information was displayed on the LCD monitor. A Rasp-

berry Pi 3 Model B+ running the MagicMirror2
4
framework served

as the computing unit. Touch interaction with the timeline view
was implemented by the experimenter in a wizard-of-Oz manner.

Figure 4: Smart mirror prototype with participants explor-
ing the touch interaction.

5.2 Procedure
Firstly, we introduced prospective participants to our study and

informed them about the study procedure. After providing consent,

the participants were asked to fill out a background questionnaire

querying demographics, their experience with fitness tracking and

mirror usage as well as self-assess their own fitness. Additionally,

4
www.magicmirror.builders

www.magicmirror.builders
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we asked them to fill in the International Physical Activity Question-
naire (IPAQ-SF)5, which returns one out of three physical activity

categories (low, moderate, and high). This took about 5 to 10 min-

utes.

After explaining and introducing the participants to each visual-
ization type, we tasked them to answer a series of comprehension

questions tailored towards the shown visualizations. We created

three data sets, thatmimic different fitness levels (based on the IPAQ-
SF5), including a very sportive persona, one moderately sportive

persona and one persona that was not very active based on the

collected data from the Empatica E4. The goal of these questions

was, on the one hand, to provide an incentive for the participants

to explore the visualizations and, on the other hand, to test the

comprehensibility of each visualization type. The template set of

eight questions was randomized and can be seen in Table 1.

Comprehension questions

At what time on day x was person x the most physically active?

Was person x on day x between xx and xx o’clock more active than between xx

and xx o’clock?

Was the heart rate/skin conductance on day x at xx o’clock higher than at xx

o’clock?

On how many days did person x achieve their goal of taking x steps?

On what day (except today) did person x recorded the least number of steps?

At what time on day x did person A/B/C probably get up from bed?

Do you consider person A/B/C a sportive person?

What is your current heart rate/temperature/skin conductance?

Table 1: Template of the comprehension questions for each
data set.

During the experiment, the participants were invited to explore

the visualizations for each persona. When the participants felt

ready, they could answer the comprehension questionnaire for the

respective persona. The same procedure was applied for the other

data sets, taking about 20 to 30 minutes.

Afterwards, we evaluated the usefulness and appearance of every

visualization type using a post-study questionnaires consisting of a

total of seven 5-item Likert-Scale questions and one free text com-

ment field for each visualization type6. Additionally, we included
two 5-item Likert-Scale questions and one free text comment field

for possible interaction scenarios and six 5-item Likert-Scale ques-

tions for general appearance. Answering the questionnaire took

10-15 minutes and was concluded with a short interview allowing

participants to further elaborate on their answers and compare the

smart mirror system to the fitness tracking method the participant

had been using previously. Interviews took between 5 and 20 min-

utes and were recorded for later transcription. The total time of the

experiment did not exceed 75 minutes and participants were paid

an allowance of 15 Euros.

5.3 Participants
We recruited 15 participants (M = 27.7y, SD = 7.7y, 8 female) from

the [removed for review] through mailing lists. Eleven participants

5
https://sites.google.com/site/theipaq/ (English, short, self-administered)

6
six for timeline view.

had prior experience with fitness tracking; most using Fitbits (5) and

Apple Watch (4). Other used devices include Mio, Kingsky, Polar,

Samsung devices and smartphone apps. Out of the tracking par-

ticipants, the mean tracking duration wasM = 14.7months (SD =
13.5months). No participant had used a smart mirror before.

The result of the IPAQ-SF showed that 53% of participants fell

into the high category, 40% in the moderate and only one person

(7%) in the low category. This overlaps with the self-rated sportiness

provided by the participants as depicted in Figure 5.

1 2 3 4 5

Would you consider yourself a sportive person?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Qu
an
tit
y

Physical Activity Cat
High
Low
Moderate

Figure 5: Self-rating of sportiness by the participants in com-
parison to their physical activity category according to the
IPAQ-SF.

6 RESULTS
In this section, we present the aggregated results from the compre-

hension questions. Lastly, we visualize the post-study questionnaire

feedback and perform statistical analysis on the informativeness,

usefulness, appearance, and trustworthiness of each visualization
type.

6.1 Comprehension Questions
On average each participant made two incorrect answers (min =
1,max = 4), resulting in a success rate of 91.4%. The question with

the most incorrect answers (6) was ’At what time on day x was
person x the most physically active?’. Table 2 gives an overview

split by persona (A=very sportive, B=moderately sportive, C=not

sportive) and visualization. Note that current value view was not

addressed by any comprehension question.

6.2 Post-Study Questionnaire
All plots are visualized as suggested by Robbins et al. [40] and depict

aggregated ratings of questionnaire answers.

6.2.1 Daily Overview. The overall appearance of daily overview
was rated positively, with most answers leaning to the agreeing

and strongly agreeing side (see Figure 6). The visualization was

perceived as being informative, while the temperature curve and

the skin conductance was rated less useful than both the heart rate

curve and accelerometer data.

https://sites.google.com/site/theipaq/
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visualization type Persona Correct answer ratio

daily overview
A .96

.91B .93

C .80

timeline view
A .90

.92B .90

C .97

Table 2: Correct answer ratio split by persona sportiness
(A=very, B=moderately, C=not) and visualization type. Note
that current value view was not addressed by any compre-
hension question.

6.2.2 Timeline View. Timeline view ratings were positive, both for

appearance and informativeness with mostly agreeing and strongly

agreeing answers (see Figure 6). Individual visualization aspects

such as the time range and the level of aggregation were rated

positively, while only two outliers for the step counter visualization

and the goal reference line could be registered.

6.2.3 Current Values View. Participants’ ratings indicate a positive
review for the choice of icons in current value view, with only two

disagreeing answers (see Figure 7). While the visualization was

seen as mostly positive, the usefulness of individual sensors varied.

Similarly to daily overview temperature and skin conductance were

rated as less useful than heart rate.

6.2.4 Interaction. Participants were instructed to imagine the mir-

ror to be a touch screen to evaluate possible interaction scenarios as

depicted in Figure 4. Interaction was then realized in a wizard-of-Oz

manner. Ratings were positive except two negative outliers (see

Figure 8).

6.2.5 Overall. The question ’Do you like the overall appearance of
the system’ was rated positively throughout; most answers strongly

agreeing (see Figure 7). Privacy-related questions yielded mixed

ratings.

Furthermore, we analyzed each visualization type with regard

to their informativeness, usefulness, appearance and trustworthiness.
Using a repeated-measures ANOVAwith aligned-rank-transformed

data as introduced by Wobbrock et al. [44], we identified significant

differences among the visualization type. We adopted an alpha level

of 0.05 for statistical significance testing.

Informativeness. The grand mean of informativeness was 4.13
(SD = 0.73). The highest average score (M = 4.53, SD = 0.64)

was achieved using current value view, while the lowest average
score (M = 3.73, SD = 0.59) occurred for daily overview. A re-

peated measures ANOVA identified a significant main effect for

visualization type: F (2, 42) = 5.72,p < .01. A Tukey post hoc test

revealed significant differences between daily overview and current
value view (p < .01). No further statistically significant pair-wise

differences were found.

Usefulness. The grand mean of usefulness was 3.94 (SD = 0.61).

The highest average score (M = 4.18, SD = 0.55) was achieved

using timeline view, while the lowest average score (M = 3.82, SD =

0.71) occurred for current value view, daily overview recorded a score

of M = 3.83 (SD = 0.53). A repeated measures ANOVA did not

reveal a significant effect for visualization type.

Appearance. The grand mean of appearance was 4.2 (SD = 0.78).

The highest average score (M = 4.51, SD = 0.47) was achieved

using current value view, while the lowest average score (M =

3.73, SD = 0.96) occurred for daily overview. We identified a signif-

icant main effect for visualization type: F (2, 42) = 3.55,p < .05. A
Tukey post hoc test revealed significant differences between daily
overview and current value view (p < .05). No further statistically
significant pair-wise differences were found.

Trustworthiness. The grand mean of trustworthiness was 4.13
(SD = 0.63). The highest average score (M = 4.33, SD = 0.49) was

achieved using timeline view, while the lowest average score (M =
3.93, SD = 0.70) occurred for current value view, daily overview
recorded a score of M = 4.13 (SD = 0.64). A repeated measures

ANOVA did not reveal a significant effect for visualization type.

6.3 Interviews
Concluding interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. We

followed the pragmatic approach to thematic analysis as presented

by Blandford et al. [7] to conduct a focused analysis. After two re-

searchers coded a representative 20% of the transcribed interviews,

an initial coding tree was established through iterative discussion.

Afterwards, the rest of the material was split evenly between the

two researchers for final coding. The coding tree was finalized in a

final discussion, also looking for high-level themes. We have iden-

tified two main themes: Temporality and Ubiqitousness. The

following section elaborates on these themes.

6.3.1 Temporality. Different aspects of Temporalitywere a recur-
ring point throughout the interviews. Participants highlighted the

need for additional interaction with data, providing details when

desired:

But if you want to know your exact heart rate when
doing exercises. You want to know if it was really ex-
hausting or not, just by clicking on it. (P8)

While timeline view provided means for interaction, participants

expressed the need for additional interaction with other views to

customize their temporal perspective. Yet, interaction focused solely

on providing further details for exploration:

It would be nice to be able to interact with sections of the
daily overview, resulting in the section to be highlighted
and be more detailed. (P10)

Especially being able to interact with historic data in timeline view
was endorsed and could be further extended:

You can see the last seven days to get a better overview.
Theoretically, one might add even more days. (P2)

This also highlights the need for extended control over time, e.g.

being able to define periods of aggregation and comparisons to

previous periods with regard to different metrics:

I can check my data and compare whether I got better
or worse [on a conventional tracking app]. The smart
mirror only shows me the last seven days. (P14)
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Figure 6: Ratings for daily overview (left) and timeline view (right).

Trustworthiness ratings

Privacy rating: option to hide data
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Overall appearance ratingInformativeness rating

Usefulness ratings

Appearance ratings

Figure 7: Ratings for current value view (left) and ratings for overall appearance, privacy aspects and trustworthiness (right).

Touch screen interaction rating

Usefulness rating for interaction

Figure 8: Ratings for possible interaction opportunities.

The smart mirror provided participants with different temporal

resolutions of fitness data. The display of live data through current
value view particularly stimulated their curiosity as it provided

immediate and direct feedback that participants could relate to:

I found the heart rate interesting; the fact that you al-
ways see how your heart beats. "Oh damn, I am excited",
now it goes up, "darn it, go back down." (P8)

To get a general read overview of one’s fitness, daily overview was

endorsed as it provided users with a good overview of important

metrics that can be skimmed quickly:

I liked the [daily overview] the most. You can get a lot
of information on first glance; concise and clear. (P7)

As part of the daily routine, the mirror also provided feedback on a

regular and constant basis:

I found this very useful. You can get info on your current
state whenever you start your day, like how did you
sleep. (P8)

6.3.2 Ubiquitousness. Another major theme for participants was

the idea of having a ubiquitous artifact for health tracking. Users

reported that a smart mirror did not require them to explicitly

retrieve their fitness status compared to conventional trackers:

It is cool that I have the information on the mirror,
like as self-reflection, since I look at myself anyway,
that would be optimal. And then, you can additional
see statistics. A cool concept, very fitting for a mirror.
(P7)

Instead of being perceived as an artifact or system to track one’s

health, the smart mirror is rather still perceived as a mirror and

hence as a part of the furniture, making it aesthetically pleasing:

It doesn’t bother me, it is still a mirror. (P1)
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This helped participants to identify and understand discrepancies

in their fitness routine. In other words, the smart mirror helped

them to trigger reflection on a subconscious level:

That would be intriguing, cause I personally like it that
I keep having that information in my sight. Then, I can
tell that I haven’t been very active today and the last
three days. "How about going outside for a bike ride?"
(P15)

When asked about the possible settings, participants commented on

the potential as well as the problematic nature for shared tracking

and its seamless integration into current tracking ecosystems:

(...) that I can share the mirror with my partner and
change between users, e.g. having two different avatars
on the bottom to tell whether this is my data or theirs.
(P11)

7 DISCUSSION
The analysis of our comprehension questions and the participants’

ratings (post-study questionnaires) show that users of the smart

mirror were able to understand and interpret the presented visu-

alization regardless of the visualization type. All views were rated
positively in terms of usefulness and information content. Impor-

tantly, participants expressed high trust in the displayed sensor

data, an important criteria for proper self reflection on one’s physi-

cal activity. This is surprising as past work indicated that users (and

especially long-term users) of fitness trackers often doubted the

reliability of the data provided [37]. It remains an open question

if the alternative form of data presentation may have led to more

trust in the sensor data.

We received mixed opinions about the intrusiveness of the smart

mirror from questionnaires and interviews. While the opportunity

to permanently display fitness data offered convenience, it can be

decremental for the user’s motivation when being confronted with

recent failures in reaching a set goal. On the other hand, reminding

the user about successfully reached goals can be a boost for mo-

tivation [32]. Hence, we advice to carefully outweigh positive
and negative motivation to personal needs (RQ2) as a smart

mirror is more difficult to avoid.

The smartmirrorwas perceived as an ambient device that blended

in with the home environment providing a seamless reminder of

the user’s fitness state thus supporting health awareness as indi-

cated by the interviews. While this is one of the biggest advantages

compared to fitness tracking apps and websites, it also lacks nec-

essary mobility that the latter provides. A combined solution
that integrates a smart mirror in existing fitness tracking
infrastructure (RQ1) is to be preferred. This also seems feasible

as commercial trackers are often offered with additional accessories

such as smart scales.

Out of the four provided sensor modalities (inertial, cardiac,

skin conductance, temperature), the data from the accelerometer

and cardiac data was perceived most useful and informative, while

temperature and skin conductance were perceived to be less use-

ful. For the latter, we identified the problem being the missing

link between the actual sensor data and its implication for one’s

health. Yet, participants expressed their interest in this relatively

new modality. These results indicate that the increasing number of

possible activity metrics in new trackers calls for extensive user
support during the ‘choosing metrics’ phase (RQ1, RQ2) [13]
of a personal informatics experience.

Furthermore, participants commented on individual, possibly

misleading, metrics that are not optimized for their specific kind

of physical activity, for example displaying a step counter metric

when the user is mainly cycling. Here, we identified the need for

personalization on a modality level — which sensor data to

show — but also on a temporal aggregation level (RQ2), thus
allowing to adjust for different fitness behavior and different kind

of sports. Even more so, participants remarked that such a mirror

should be able to support a multi-user mode (RQ2) as well as
be context-aware (RQ2), e.g. by providing time-of-day-adjusted

data. This also offers a design opportunity for multiple users to

gather around a mirror and reflect in a social context, which was

identified as desired by past work [27, 28].

With this in mind, we directed questions towards possible inter-

action opportunities when exploring the data on the smart mirror

in our questionnaire and interview. The possibility for touch inter-

action was appreciated and was mentioned mostly in conjunction

with data exploration, e.g. for semantic zoom (details on demand)

and highlighting as well as showing trends in one’s data. Though

some participants remarked that this interaction modality would

leave unsightly smudges behind and suggested the use of gestures

or eye-tracking for interaction. Based on these reviews, we sug-

gest to design for short interaction time frames (RQ1, RQ2),
possibly without the need to touch the mirror. This suggests that

mirrors could foster ludic interaction [17].

Our participants described the smart mirror as tidy and aes-

thetically pleasing, which is also confirmed by the ratings. This is

in accordance with important design guidelines aimed at aesthet-

ics [10]. The mirror needs to blend in with the environment, but still

needs to fulfill its primary use case, hence shown visualizations
need to be inconspicuous but noticeable (RQ2). Our results
show that participants found the visualizations ambient enough to

not be disturbing.

Another important aspect was themirror’s ability to foster health

awareness. We determined that most visualizations and sensor

modalities were comprehensible, thus allowing reflection on the

user’s health and physical activity. We attribute the worse ratings

for skin conductance to the unfamiliarity with said modality. This

confirms a previous guideline suggesting individual sensor met-
rics (RQ1) that the user identify with [13].

Our mixed results regarding obtrusiveness and privacy-related

concerns, reinforce the need for customization. While some partici-

pants did not mind that cohabitants were able to see their fitness

data, others were not keen on sharing their results as expressed in

the interview. This finding highlights the need for a compromise
between privacy and intrusiveness (RQ2) of a smart mirror.

Previously outlined guidelines already take this into account, e.g.

by allowing for multiple users and context-aware display of data.

Overall, our work shows that there is unused potential in using

ubiquitous artifacts such as smart mirrors to help users benefit

more from personal informatics. We observed that the properties

of the smart mirror may offer new opportunities for increased

engagement, social involvement and ad-hoc reflection. On the other

hand, our study also indicated that privacy concerns, tailoring
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content and limiting intrusiveness remain as design challenges.

Finally, we recognize that a possible development of consumer-

grade smart mirrors may create threats to user integrity. As a user

places a mirror, which is a form of a display, in a prominent place in

their home, they could be subjected to product placement or even

covert behavioral change strategies when accessing their fitness

data. Thus, future development of smart mirrors for fitness must

be accompanied by parallel development of ethical rules for
creating content (RQ2) for them.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated the suitability of a smart mirror to

ubiquitously display fitness data. Contrary to traditional approaches

to fitness tracking, we proposed a smart mirror that seamlessly

integrates into everyday life as a way for tracking the user’s health

and fitness.

To this end, we created a visualization concept based on the

design space of personal visualization [24] to depict data from

different modalities, putting an emphasis on the temporality of

data through three distinct views: daily overview, timeline view,
and current value view. We evaluated this concept in a user study

through questionnaires and interviews. Results show that partic-

ipants appreciated the opportunity to ubiquitously display their

physical activity on a mirror. Furthermore, the visualizations were

comprehensive and easily understood.

We provide guidelines for designing health-aware, ubiquitous

systems, such as the need for customization of metrics and display

parameters. Moreover, we identified the need for short interaction

time frames to explore one’s data, preferably avoiding touch, e.g.

by combining it with existing devices, such as smartphones. This

additionally allows for a seamless transition from a traditional

tracking app.

In multi-user settings, a compromise between privacy and ubiq-

uitousness of data has to be made. Context-awareness and person-

alization can be beneficial in achieving this trade-off. To summarize,

our results show that using a smart mirror for ubiquitous visualiza-

tion of health data is feasible and appreciated by users. We believe

that a smart mirror may provide seamless integration into everyday

life and complements traditional tracking devices. We hope that

our prototype will inspire future work on engaging — meaningfully

and ethically — with ubiquitous artifacts for reflection.
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